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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

In this chapter, some important points are outlined. First, the conclusion 

contains a summary of the research finding related to the formulation of the 

problems and the objectives of the research. Second, the implication covers what 

can be implied from the conclusion. The last is suggestions which are meant to 

other researcher who will conduct similar research. 

 

5.1 Conclusions  

Based on the data presentation and discussions, three main conclusions 

can be drawn. The first conclusion is concerning with the kinds of gratitude terms. 

The second conclusion is related to the social factors and the last is the functions.  

1. There are nine types of expressions of gratitude used in Insana Dialect. From 

the nine types, there are several different expressions but are grouped into each 

type that has been selected based on Aijmer. Somehow, some gratitude of 

Insana Fafinesu Dialect are using Indonesian to express them. 

2. Related to the second problems, there are two functions of gratitude expression. 

They are to show intimacy and respect (to the person who are older than us), to 

show positive emotions, relish good experiences, and build strong relationships. 

It emphasizes the difference between this study with some previous studies 

before.  

3. In this research, the social factors are divided into five; they are rank of other 

social status, age, family relationship, gender, and transactional status.  
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5.2 Suggestion 

Based on the result of the data analysis, the writer gives some suggestions  

which are expected to be useful, as follows: 

1. To the future Researchers  

The finding on the use of gratitude in this research, especially in the types, 

functions, and social factors of gratitude are influenced by context of 

communication. For example, where the conversation takes place or to whom a 

speaker talks to. Place or circumstance can greatly influence the use of certain 

types of gratitude. A formal occasion usually also requires formal language during 

conversation. The writer’s suggestion for the researcher is to try to consider 

context of communication and a place or circumstances where the research 

location is done because these things influence the context of communication and 

the use of gratitude. 

The writer also hopes that this research can be a reference for other 

researchers, in developing this research, in order to add and fill the deficiencies in 

this research. 

2. The People of Insana Fafinesu Sub-district 

People of Insana Fafinesu Sub-district are suggested to keep speaking their 

language and its terms of gratitude to keep better social relationship in daily 

communication. 

The writer also hopes that the  Insana fafinesu people will continue to 

maintain Uab Meto, by making Uab Meto exist in national- scale events, for 

example, national holidays, in the form of takanab, speeches, natoni, dramas, or 
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others, in maintain Uab Meto so that it will always be remembered by the younger 

generation. 
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